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Abstract – Data transfer is very essential in the wireless sensor networks. The communications between the nodes are
important because the loss of any data or changes created in the data may affect the entire progress. During the processing of
the nodes for optimization the entire values obtained must be used and then obtain the best values out of them. Monitoring of
the levels of the gas is done using the sensors and then they are communicated to the mobile nodes via the network. The levels
of the gas in the industry are fatal when they reach their highest levels hence control and prevention is necessary. To monitor
them the sensors are embed into the controller board and then the values are transferred. In case of the highest levels reached
the broadcast message is sent to the neighboring location common people
Keywords – Monitor, Transfer, Industry Pollution.

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor network has a distributed sensor to
monitor the physical and the environmental conditions and
hence pass the data through the network. The development
of wireless sensor networks was initiated for the military
applications, today it is being used in industrial
application, health monitoring etc. They are a collection of
nodes connected directly or indirectly to the sensors.
Sensor nodes are capable of processing the information
and communicating with the nodes connected in the
network. This is as shown in the figure.

Fig.1. Wireless sensor networks
CHARACTERISTICS OF WIRELESS
NETWORKS
 Ability to withstand the environment
 Mobility of the nodes
 Withstand failures
 Improved performance
 Easy access
 Low power consumption

SENSOR

DETECTION OF THE HARMFUL GAS RELEASED
IN THE ENVIRONMENT
The air pollution sensors are useful to detect the various
types of gases emitted into the environment. They detect
and monitor the availability of the substances in the air.
The main focus is on the five components such as
 Ozone
 Particulate matter
 Carbon monoxide
 Nitrous oxide
 Sulfur dioxide.
GAS DETECTORS
The gas detectors are used to detect the presence of the
gases in the area, as the part of the safety system. They
may be useful along to detect the gas leak or other
emission. They can detect the combustible, flammable or
toxic substances being leaked. These sensors has a wide
range use in industrial plants, refineries, pharmaceutical
manufacturing, paper pulp mills, aircraft and ship-building
facilities, vehicles.
Features
 Portable
 Cost effective
 Increased performance
 Controlled operations
Types of gas detectors
The detectors are being classified based on the operation
mechanism. They are broadly given in two factors.
 Portable detectors
 Fixed gas detectors
Portable detectors operate with the battery. They use the
audio signals and visible signals for alarms and flash lights
when harmful levels are detected.
Fixed type gas detectors may be used for one or more
gas types. They are generally fixed on continuous
monitoring.
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EFFECTS OF THE GASES
The various effects of the harmful gases such as carbon
monoxide, nitrogen and methane are given as follows.
Carbon monoxide
The harmful gas may be caused because of the various
factors such as indoor pollutants and outdoor pollutants.
Their effects are described based on their volume as
shown.
Table 1.1: Effects of carbon
Volume(ppm) Effects
350-450
Atmospheric concentration
600-800
Acceptable level
1000
Tolerable
5000
Average exposure limit over 8 hours
6000-30,000 Short exposure
3-8%
Increased respiratory rate
>10%
Nausea, vomiting, unconsciousness
>20%
Unconsciousness, death
Nitrogen
Displaces the oxygen and creates oxygen deficiency
lesser than about 19.5%. The liquid nitrogen is usually
colorless and odorless. The variation in the oxygen is
responsible for the effect caused.
Table 1.2: Effects of nitrogen
Oxygen
Effect
content
21%
Normal breathing
17%
Vision impairment
12-16%
Increased heart rate/ labored breathing
11-14%
Fatigue, heart injury, fainting
8-11%
Fainting, nausea, vomiting (painless dying)
6-8%
Heart beats only a few minutes
0-6%
Faint, immediate comma, respiratory arrest,
immediate death
The real-time processing may be given by simulation
using the serial monitoring for the processing. The realtime interfacing can be embedded into the Arduino board
so that they can be processed for interacting with the
sensors available.
Arduino processor:
Arduino is available as an open source hardware unit.
This hardware and software designs are freely available
with licenses. The developers have requested that the
name "Arduino" which cannot be used for derived works
without permission. The official policy document on use
of the Arduino name emphasizes that the project is open to
incorporating work by others into the official product.
Several Arduino-compatible products commercially
released
have
avoided
the Arduino name
by
using duino name variants. The boards use single-row pins
or female headers for that facilitate connections for
programming and incorporation into other circuits. These
may connect with add-on modules termed shields. Some
designs, such as the Lily Pad, run at 8 MHz and dispense

with the onboard voltage regulator due to specific formfactor restrictions.

II. RELATED WORK
The carbon emission is monitored in the urban regional
transportation that may have early warning evaluation.
This may use the particle swarm optimization along with
the support vector machine. [4]
Indoor monitoring is the real time measure of the air
quality inside particular locations. The monitoring of the
gas may be transferred along using the wireless sensor
networks. [9] The early carbon detection that may be
captured and stored are identified in their leakage and
processed using their gas differential ratio values. They
can monitor both the soil and atmospheric carbon
concentrations. [8]
The real-time Wi-Fi based method used to transfer the
carbon mono oxides that are sensed. the sensors are
constructed based on the NDIR technology. The transfer is
done along to the PC or to the smart phones. [6]
Nitrogen levels in the soil are usually greater than the
content in water. An average of about 20-30% of nitrogen
is essential in the soil. Lowered levels as well as the
increased proportion may be fatal. There is possibility of
severe fire also in the increased content. [10]
EXISTING SYSTEM
The current system may be used to monitor the various
gas levels and hence transfer data through the static nodes
in the network. The system has its application in the
climatic change control. They detect the CO2 ratios by
analyzing the differential ratios in the form of O 2/CO2
relation. The data are then combined with the GPS to
identify the gas leak. The reference gases are being passed
with them and the actual concentration is being measured.
They have a feasible in detecting the leaks. The validity of
the process is measured using the gas differential
concentration ratio.[11]
The capture and storage sites leaks can be detected at
local sites by monitoring atmospheric CO2. They use the
tracers at all scales to identify the strategies of the CO2.
Drawbacks of the existing system:
 Static nodes are used.
 Cannot be effective to communicate with all neighbors.
 Used for a single type of detection.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed work uses the particle swarm optimization
technique that is more effective to transfer data at a faster
rate to its neighbors. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is
a method that computes and optimizes a problem by
improving this candidate solution with regard to a given
measure of quality. It solves a problem by having a large
population of candidate solutions and moving these
particles around according to their simple formula over
their position and velocity of the particle. Each particle's
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movement is inclined by its local best position and it is
also guided toward the best known positions in the searchspace, that may be updated as better positions are found by
other particles. This is expected to move the swarm toward
the best solutions.
Algorithm
The particle swarm algorithm begins by creating the
initial particles, and assigning them initial velocities.
 Evaluates the intent function at each particle location,
and determines the lowest function value as the best
value and then calculate its best location.
 Chooses new velocities based on the current velocity of
their neighbors.
 Updates iteratively the particle locations i.e the new
location is the old one plus the velocity of the modified
one to keep particles within bounds, velocities, and
neighbors.
 Iterations proceed until the algorithm reaches a stopping
criterion.
Neighborhood and topologies
The topology of the swarm defines the subset of
particles
which
each
particle
can
exchange
information. The basic version of the algorithm uses the
global topology as the communication structure for the
swarm. They allow all the particles to communicate with
all the other particles, thus the whole swarm share the
same best position g from a single particle. [15]
However, this approach might lead the swarm to be
trapped into a local minimum, thus different topologies
have been used to control the flow of information among
particles. For example, the local topologies, particles share
the information with a compartment of particles.
This subset an be a geometrical one – for example
"the m nearest particles" – or, more i.e. a set of particles
that is not depending on any distance. During such cases,
the PSO variant is said to be local best (vs global best for
the basic PSO).

The interface is used to communicate the sensors along
with the network modules for communication the nodes to
transfer the data sensed between them.
Transmission of data
Data transfer is done to send the monitored data that was
sensed using the sensor and hence transfer them into the
network as an alert to the rise of the gas levels. This may
help the people in the surrounding places where industries
are located.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION
Simulation results
The simulation of the data transfer may be represented
using the simulation tools that can be given along as
nodes. The data transfer module shows how the data is
being transferred from the actual source to the destination.
They can be initiated at the sensor interface for the actual
data.

SENSORS FOR MONITORING THE GASES
Carbon dioxide is a colorless and odorless gas and is
toxic if present in high levels. Carbon Dioxide sensors are
devices used to measure the amount of carbon dioxide
present in air or in a product. These sensors quantify the
amount of the gas in parts per million (ppm) or by
percentage volume. They are often used in buildings or
houses for maintaining the indoor air quality.
MODULES
 Sensor interfacing
 Transmission of data
Sensor interface
The sensor interface is used to monitor the various gases
that may be used in the industry. The monitoring is
essential because the damage caused by the excess of the
gas particles may cause severe effects in the human. Thus
the monitoring and control is required for the industrial
application.

Fig.2.
Real time results
The aurdino microcontroller boards are used that may be
more useful tool for the implementation.
The sensor is used to monitor the level of the gases that
may be connected to the network via the gsm.
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The sensor may be used to measure the gas that may have
a display unit to show the ranges of values. The optimized
values of the gas are being transferred to the administrator
and to the neighboring location people as an alert during
the higher values attained.
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